Advantages of Yoga for Sport
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Introduction

Currently, Yoga enjoys widespread professional use for many purposes, particularly for its medical applications. Medical applications of meditation have been explored since 1970 [1, 2], following successful research on Transcendental Meditation (TM) at UCLA and the Harvard University Medical School, and found most effective. Yoga Medicine was founded in Bangalore in 1985, with applications to asthma [3, 4], and has since been applied to many medical conditions, e.g. [5-7], including many of interest to sports science [8-10]. Here we discuss Yoga's potential applications to physical fitness, injury prevention and stress reduction.

To date, Yoga’s applications to professional sports, and the sports medicine on which they depend has been limited, possibly because coaches regard physical fitness often regard as the sole criterion of interest. On seeing a picture of the founder of TM, Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, the famous coach of the Green Bay Packers, Vince Lombardi, could only respond with the question, “Is he fit?” There is thus a relative dearth of papers on applications of Yoga and associated practices to sports medicine, although famous professional shave privately expressed great satisfaction with results of their TM practice: 1975 Wimbledon Champion Arthur Ashe; top Golfer and the Harvard University Medical School, and found most effective. Yoga Medicine was founded in Bangalore in 1985, with applications to asthma [3, 4], and has since been applied to many medical conditions, e.g. [5-7], including many of interest to sports science [8-10]. Here we discuss Yoga's potential applications to physical fitness, injury prevention and stress reduction.

Prevention of Injuries

An unexplored field of research, but one with great possibilities, is the potential reduction of musculoskeletal injuries from the practice of Yoga. Yoga alters muscle tone in ways remaining entirely un-investigated, even by research in sports science. This is very sad, since the basic protocols of practice of Yoga as an as are very likely to produce great improvements. Standard instructions in most authentic systems of Yoga practice include directions: a. not to strain, not to overstrecth; b. to be aware of the calming effect on the breath and breathing pattern when holding the position; c. to come out of a Yogasana position with as much care, and paying as much attention, as when going into it; and d. to repeat the posture three or more times, slowly.

Subjectively, such a sequence greatly improves the feeling of the body; as if the muscles are better toned, with more balance between agonists and antagonists, and therefore less likely to sustain injury. Yet this topic of research is entirely unexplored. The very least could be pilot studies of short Yoga practice, 10-15mins, prior to professional sports activity to prevent injury – India is ideally situated to conduct such investigations, with ongoing Yoga programs amongst military and astronauts, and interest shown at its Training and Assessment Center for professional athletes, including Olympic athletes. Some studies have reported injuries sustained from Yoga practice [12], particularly lower back injuries [13], but this is basically due to the style of Yoga practice, often Iyengar Yoga, where excessive strain is frequently placed on practitioners’ physiologies, as is well known. In contrast gentle systems of Yoga have been shown to remove lower back pain [14].

Removing Stress

A third field of application of Yoga in sports science is to stress reduction. Here distinction is to be made between the healthy challenge of eustress, as Hans Selye termed it [15], and the kind of distress that is emotionally draining. The value of challenge is that it heightens performance. The value of Yoga and related programs is that it reduces and removes anxiety [16]. While asanas and pranayama are calming, deep meditation removes the causative factors...

Discussion

Several of the benefits of Yoga discussed here may also be induced by action of medical drugs. It is increasingly well understood that Yoga's action is completely distinct from that of drugs. Drugs affect different individual differently, and this difference in drug action increases the standard deviation of the group over the course of a study. The final variance of experimental groups in drug studies is always larger than the initial variance. Yoga on the other hand, tends to normalise that variables being measured, and restore them to their healthy range of values. This means that, in experimental studies, Yoga reduces the variance of groups functioning Yoga. This remarkable observation has been interpreted as meaning that Yoga improves the regulation of those functions in the physiology responsible for maintaining the values of those biomarker variables in their normal range. Yoga improves the quality and robustness of health, as a fundamental aspect of its widespread medical benefits.

Conclusion

Yoga's benefits for sports and sports medicine include: Improved Fitness, Reduced Injuries, Improved Psychology, and Improved Health. They are apparently without side-effects. Its benefits for sports medicine are promising, but much further research is needed to demonstrate these so that sports physiologists can accept them without question in their own context the gruelling demands placed on top professional sportsmen and women.
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